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Abstract 

The report was prepared to highlight problems with the Samsung I8910 firmware and software and 

to suggest possible solutions and additions that can be made to make it better for the users. The 

report will cover factors that are only software/firmware related (which can therefore be addressed 

in an update by Samsung). It has been prepared in collaboration with members of several online 

forums related to and/or dedicated to the Samsung i8910, backed by a petition signed by more than 

2000 people (10 December 2009) from all over the world at Improve/Maintain Samsung 

i8910/Omnia HD petition [1]. Problems discussed include – lack of firmware updates for certain 

regions in which the phone was officially launched, the mediocre performance of the camera in both 

video recording and image capture – the stills for instance appear blurred and washed out. One of 

the main features of the device is its HD video recording capability. Again it falls short by not 

delivering the promised 24 frames per second [2] but 20 or less. There is inexplicable lag or delays in 

opening the media and applications folders, the faulty web browser that crashes out of websites 

without warning, lack of auto focus function in video capture (although it can be achieved by tapping 

the phone lightly) and the lack of kinetic scrolling, a feature which has been implemented in the 

browser in a new Chinese firmware update but not in any other, to name a few. The report also 

covers the accomplishments made by individuals such as hyperx and se7en (forum names) in the 

online communities to fix these and other problems and the difficulties they face. As individuals 

taking time out of their busy lives without as much experience, resources and knowhow as Samsung 

engineers, they can only do so much which is why we need Samsung Mobile to play its part. 

Promised, was support for the device in the Applications Store for the i8910 [3], but sadly the device 

is not supported even though it is flaunted in the advertisement for the store.  We also suggest the 

possible implementation of the Symbian^2/3/4, Android 1.x/2.x, bada, Maemo and Qt. These 

platforms are or are going to be well supported and as users, that’s all we want from Samsung- 

support. 

Aim 

The aim of this report is to give Samsung Mobile a picture of the state of the mobile phone on the 

ground from the user’s perspective. The report also covers what the users suggest should be done to 

ensure that this was a worthwhile investment for them. The reason this report was made is that we 

see a lot of potential in this device and we do not wish to see this go to waste as has happened in 

the past with other Samsung phones such as the i8510 Innov8 and the G810 before it. It has some of 

the most powerful hardware in a mobile phone on the market but software support from Samsung is 

lacking and this is the only way its full potential can be realised. We’ve had enough and we’re taking 

a stand. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.petitiononline.com/fixi8910/petition.html
http://www.petitiononline.com/fixi8910/petition.html
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1.0  Change log 

1.1 Revision 3.0 

1. Added change log so changes can be followed and noted. 

2. Made several cosmetic changes. 

3. Minor corrections made throughout the report. 

4. Corrected the issue on Nokia dropping Symbian. 

5. Updated the graph and data about the petition. 

6. Added WMV/WMA codec support (under Additional features). 

7. Added direct video mode launch feature (under Camera problems). 

8. Camera blur issue (under Camera problems) added photo example (thanks Chris). 

9. Added time-lapse feature for video (under Additional functions). 

10. Added more language support (under Additional functions). 

11. Added poor audio quality (in the Problems section). 

12. Added lack of OTA and UDP (under the revised Updates section).  

13. Added YouTube screen shots from MWC 2009 

14. Added screen capture of dark bands in video (under Camera problems) 

15. Added screen capture of Samsung Applications Store showing 13 apps for Symbian 

(under No support). 

16. Added a few more links and references to support. 

17. Added hyperlinks on all YouTube screen captures and some other pictures so you 

can click straight through to the relevant pages. 
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2.0  Samsung i8910 Problems Background 

2.1 Introduction 

The Samsung i8910 is one of the most powerful and feature packed phones on the market. 

It is also a ground breaking phone being the first S60 5th edition phone with a capacitive 

touch screen, an ARM Cortex-A8 600 MHz processor with 256MB RAM, the first with a 

large 3.7” AMOLED display and an 8 megapixel camera with HD video recording [2], 

features that rival any mobile phone on the market. The most attractive feature of all is the 

potential this phone has. Although there was not a lot out there to take advantage of all 

that power at its launch, we were misled into believing that there was a plan, a future in 

which all that raw power and gut will be taken full advantage of, but alas, it was never to 

be. As it is, the phone feels incomplete, it is buggy, there’s a lot of lag and there are serious 

flaws - it’s just not what it was promised to be. Around the internet it received great 

reviews and it won over the hearts of many. In all the reviews, it was the potential that 

pulled it through- all the reviewers overlooked the pressing firmware issues as much as 

possible with the belief that it would all be fixed in a firmware update. 

3.0  Problems with the i8910 

There are many problems with the phone (it is the motivation for this report) and the major 

ones are covered here as exhaustively as possible. 

3.1 Updates 

3.1.1  No updates for all regions 

The few updates that are released for the phone are only released for certain 

regions at a time and never at all in other regions. This leaves other users in parts 

of the world that are not “important” to Samsung left in the dark. It would be 

understandable if updates are days or weeks apart for the different regions but in a 

lot of cases, they never even come. 

The latest update for France for instance is from July 2009 yet the latest update for 

Italy is from September 2009 [4]. India hasn’t even got an update yet and neither 

has Croatia! So far only Italy, Russia and China have the new update with the 3D 

Task Switcher. 

Users are forced to risk voiding their warranty so they can get the latest firmware. 

As the updates do not seem to change much, users are risking their devices for the 

tiniest improvements. 

3.1.2  No change-logs for updates 

For the few times when we actually do get updates, it is not obvious what changes 

have been made. There are also no alerts of any form anywhere to inform us when 

updates have been released. This is the standard everywhere else and we expect 

this from Samsung.  
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3.1.3 No Over The Air updating 

This feature has been available for Symbian Nokia phones for years but it is still 

absent in Samsung phones. The capability is there, the applications are built into 

the phone but Samsung hasn’t come around to implement the feature. This solves 

the issue of not knowing when updates are available as users can check for updates 

where ever they are. It is also very convenient, not having to connect to the PC for 

updates. 

3.1.4 No User Data Preservation 

Users are forced to reinstall every application after every update. This makes the 

whole update process very lengthy and even more frustrating. Users are forced to 

rely on their computers a lot more, defeating the whole purpose of having such a 

powerful mobile computing device. 

3.2  Camera problems 

Given that the part of the name of the phone (HD) is actually derived from the capabilities 

of the camera, the underwhelming performance of the phone in this department is very 

disappointing. 

 

Figure 1 Camera on the i8910, lots of potential, highly flawed 
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3.2.1  Choppy HD recording video 

The HD video recording does not work the way it is supposed to. Too many frames 

are dropped in HD recording making the video look very choppy, difficult and 

unpleasant to view. The phone appears not to record at a constant 24 frames per 

second. It defeats the whole purpose of having HD video recording making it more of 

a gimmick than a real, usable feature. 

3.2.2  Camera is slow 

While the interface of the camera is probably the best on any mobile phone today, 

the camera is very slow. In testing, it took around 15 seconds to launch the camera 

and take a photo before the phone was ready to take a second photo. That’s far too 

slow for any practical situation. 

3.2.3  Auto focus not available in video mode 

This feature is on just about any smart phone out there and we certainly expected it 

to be on this phone if not any other. The Innov8 before it had initial focus for video 

recording and it even included a Macro mode, just like every other camera phone 

out there. Auto focus is available in the stills mode and it can be forced in video 

mode by tapping lightly on the phone. Clearly the capability is there, only it is not 

implemented. 

3.2.4 Settings are flawed 

The quality of pictures produced by this phone is poor. They lack the quality and 

clarity of equally capable phones. FW (firmware) modders have had to take the 

settings from the Nokia N86 as they produce better pictures. The point of my 

mentioning this is to highlight the fact that it is possible to produce better pictures 

on the device, only if the settings are tweaked the right way. The pictures taken by 

the device now appear washed out and often out of focus as shown in figure 3 

below. 

3.2.5 Video audio quality is still bad 

The audio quality in video is really bad. It has improved slightly for the few regions 

that received firmware updates, changing AMR audio to AAC but it is still poor. 

3.2.6 Audio sync bug in video recording 

The audio is not always perfectly synced with the video at times during video 

recording. This can be attributed to the dropping frame rate issue described above 

but it is still an issue that needs to be addressed. 
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3.2.7 JPEG Compression is too high 

This results in pictures coming out looking worse than they actually are. Given the 

amount of on board storage on the device (8GB/16GB), it is a small sacrifice for 

better images. 

3.2.8 Lighting issues with video recordings 

1. Users have noted that there are hot pixels or (white dots) on recorded video in 

low light conditions as shown in figure 2 captured from a video on YouTube. 

2. Under brightly lit conditions, users have reported a series of dark bands running 

across the video as shown in figure 3. 

 

Figure 2 Screen capture from YouTube showing hot pixels in low light 

 

Figure 3 Screen capture showing slight dark horizontal bands running across the video 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EXGjnSlsvWA
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 As a device marketed as a ‘mega pixel camera phone’, with so much emphasis put 

around the camera, we expected Samsung to pull out all the stops to make sure the 

feature shines, but it does not. 

3.2.9 Launching camera directly into video mode 

On the i8510 there’s a handy physical control that allows users to launch the 

camera in the photo mode, video mode, or gallery for immediate access. As this is 

not possible on the i8910 users have suggested adding a shortcut, say in the media 

folder to launch the video recorder directly to save precious time. 

3.2.10  Camera blur 

Users have noted that the camera often blurs images with the slightest movement. 

It requires surgical precision to take photos, any slight movement and the shot is 

ruined. This is not expected from a high end camera phone like the i8910. It is 

suspected this has to do with the exposure or ISO settings. 

 

Figure 4 Comparison of Nokia's year old, 5MP N85 (left) vs. The Samsung i8910. Colours appear washed out on the i8910 
and the image is also slightly out of focus. 

3.2.11 Low quality in fast motion video 

In fast motion video capture there is lower frame rate and yet the maximum 

resolution is only 320x240. We do not see why this cannot be in 720p HD. 

3.3  Web browser problems 

The web browser built in to the phone is virtually unusable because it crashes ever so 

often. Within a few seconds of opening some websites the browser crashes out, without 

warning. When it does work, it is plagued with bugs. It is generally unresponsive to swipe 

movements for scrolling and panning. The long press to zoom feature is choppy and 

difficult to use, users find themselves zooming in and out when trying to navigate around 

a page. Other web browsers on the s60 platform (from e.g. Opera and Digia) do not suffer 

from these bugs but as the built in one is the default, there is no escaping from it. This 

has been noted as a problem with Flash 3.1 on the device.  
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Figure 5 The web browser on the i8910 

3.4  Slow access times for applications, music and media folders 

For such a high spec device it is baffling why this is so. It takes up to 10 seconds just to 

open the applications folder. Most users bought this phone with the s60 platform for the 

fairly great number of applications available but the trouble of having to wait so long just 

to access the containing folder is unacceptable. The situation gets even worse when there 

are layers of folders containing different applications. Having the ability to organise apps 

in folders is a bonus that s60 smart phones have but it is defeated by the slow operation 

of the device. 

The same goes for the music and gallery folders. Each time they have to be scanned 

before they can be accessed and for people with a lot of media content a lot of time is 

wasted just waiting. 

3.5  Slow Java engine 

Having the ability to run java applications is great but it is bogged down by the slow java 

engine that the phone is equipped with. This makes playing java games or running java 

apps pointless and impossible. Modders have been installing a newer version of java 

similar to that seen in Nokia phones (n97, n97 mini) [5] and fixed versions of the current 

engine with much better results. 
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3.6  Little free space on C: drive 

The C: drive is, in a sense, the heart of the system. That is where internet cache, 

messages, system files etc. are stored. In the latest firmware release, only 32MB is free 

on this drive. Several applications are installed by default to this drive and it is not 

possible to change that. Installing apps such as Route66 and updating Quick Office and 

others depletes this space fast because it is so limited and the phone starts getting slow, 

running out of memory and failing to install other apps. Again, FW modders in their spare 

time managed to redirect internet cache and removed certain apps from the C: drive 

leaving more than 100MB free. Surely it cannot be too difficult for Samsung engineers. 

 

Figure 6 Custom firmware showing 103MB free on C: drive 

3.7 Few customisation options 

There are too few customisation options for the device and these are the major gripes. 

The only thing users can do is rearrange menu items in a folder like structure, creating 

new folders and moving shortcuts for the applications around as shown in Figure 7 

below. 
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Figure 7 Customising the main menu 

3.7.1 3D Task-switch 

This cannot be disabled in favour of the standard Symbian task manager which is 

simpler and less obtrusive. 

3.7.2 3D home screen 

The programs that can be accessed via the swiping action on the home screen 

cannot be changed. Looking at this, there are 3 ways to access the menu from the 

home screen. 

1. Physical menu button (centre button). 

2. On-screen menu button. 

3. Swiping left activating 3D home screen. 

This is overkill for such a simple task. The ability to change the programs for the 3D 

home screen would make it more useful. Modders have managed to enable users to 

put whatever programs they want when they swipe. 

3.7.3 Themes 

Users have also noted that some themes are not fully functional and demand full 

themes specification for all elements used and a Carbide UI plug-in for the device. 

Themes for s60v5 are in abundance but most of them do not work well with the 

device. Carbide UI allows users to make their own themes and without the Carbide 

UI plug-in for the i8910, this process is a gamble. 
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3.7.4 Changing the 4 shortcuts at the bottom 

It is not possible to change the 4 shortcuts at the bottom of the home and menu 

screens. These are fixed across all menus and they form part of the core of the user 

experience. There should be an option to change these. 

3.8 Poor audio quality 

Users have noted that the phone has poor audio quality. Compared to other devices such 

as Samsungs own i8510/Innov8 which uses the same DNSe 2.0 technology, it is surprising 

to see that this phone falls short in that department.  It is not clear whether this is a 

hardware problem or a problem with the audio settings of the device.  

4.0  Lack of support for the device 

This device has a lot of potential. The hardware was built in such a way as to make it relevant 

still in the near future. For instance, the recently announced Moto Droid has about the same 

processing power, which is the same as that on the iPhone and the Palm Pre. The difference 

between the i8910/Omnia HD and these devices is that Samsung is not doing enough for the 

phone, for the platform. There are no s60 5th edition phones with the same horse power as the 

i8910 and thus there is no reason for a company such as Nokia to make apps that can take 

advantage of OpenGL ES 2.0 for instance. It is all up to Samsung Mobile.  

In the early days, there were demos on the i8910 from the PowerVR SDK [6] showing what the 

Omnia HD was capable of with its processing power and graphics core but unfortunately that’s 

as far as it went. Nothing tangible has come out of the Samsung Mobile Innovator 

(http://innovator.samsungmobile.com/) program for this device.  Only 9 substandard apps are 

available for s60v5. [7] 

 

Figure 8  NaviGenie 3D Navigation Framework demo powered by PowerVR graphics acceleration on the i8910 

http://innovator.samsungmobile.com/
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 Whatever became of all the demos shown back in February at the Mobile World Congress? 
These are the kind of demos that led us to believe the phone was going to be great but almost a year 
on, there’s nothing. 
 

 

 
Figure 9 I8910 at MWC 2009 in February showed a lot of potential with these awesome apps and ports. These are a few 
of them - Clockwise from the top right picture is Need for Speed, iPhone Kroll on the i8910 (using OpenGL ES), the video 
editor/movie maker and OpenGL shader Mountain View demo. None of these are available for the i8910 almost a year 
after being showcased. 

5.0  No Applications Store support 

The initial press releases for the Samsung Apps Store (http://samsungapps.com/) claimed that 

the store was going to be for the i8910 [3] [8]. The video advertisement for the store even 

features a user shopping for apps in the store on the i8910. To our shock when the store was 

launched in September there was no support for the phone. A few months down the line and 

still no support. The store gave us hope that maybe there was something specifically tailored for 

the phone to take advantage of its superior hardware but it never was. There are currently only 

13 apps for Symbian in the Apps Store [9]. The Kies application for PC also doesn’t support the 

i8910. 

http://samsungapps.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7zkz_5GZcL8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elQtHbB-IbA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ad5Zf0VdC8E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-dZSQkPdg2g
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Figure 10 Screen capture showing devices supported on Samsung App Store; no i8910 

 

Figure 11 Only 13 apps for Symbian in the Applications Store and no official support for the i8910 

6.0  Lack of widgets 

The Touch Wiz UI sets the phone apart from other Symbian phones and widgets form the core 

of the experience. Besides the ones that were there when the phone was launched, and despite 

the ease at which these widgets can be made there have been no new widgets. There are a 

fixed number of widgets on the phone; a lot of these are merely shortcuts to applications or 

links to websites. As application shortcuts, users have found some of them useful but the 

limited number and the failure to include all or a mechanism to create new widgets on the fly is 

a minus. As widgets form the core of the user interface, more of them or more control over 

them would be an added advantage. 

http://www.samsungapps.com/about/onPhone.as
http://www.samsungapps.com/topApps/topAppsList.as?categoryID=all&radioValue=all&modelCode=&sortby=06&mkt_keyword=symbian&perPage=12
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Figure 12 Widgets on the i8910, not many 

7.0  Additional features 

These are functions and features that have been suggested by users, some of which we’ve seen 

implemented by firmware modders, seen in certain firmware updates, seen in use on the phone 

in early iterations of the firmware and some wishful updates that would be useful to most of us 

if possible. 

7.1  Kinetic Scrolling 

This has been seen implemented in the web browser for the current Chinese firmware. 

Further integration of kinetic scrolling throughout the phones’ UI is also possible as seen in 

the 2.0 update for the Nokia N97 and also in the 5800. It should work even better on the 

i8910 with its capacitive display and superior processing power. 

7.2  Automatic e-mail configuration 

The device is more than capable of handling emails but the trouble of having to get the 

relevant information to configure common POP and IMAP settings for mail leaves the 

feature overlooked. An application that can perform the configurations could make the 

feature more attractive, convenient and usable for the users. 
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Figure 13 Manually configuring E-mail settings 

7.3  FM Transmitter 

This is not definite, but we have reason to believe that the phone has an FM Transmitter that 

is disabled. This is a very useful feature which would enhance the phones’ functionality and 

add to its massive feature list. A table on Samsung Mobile Innovator website seems to 

indicate it has one. [10] 

Table 1 FM Transmitter is in the i8910 according to this table [8] 

PLATFORM S60 v5.0 S60 v3.2 (FP2) S60 v3.1 

DEVICE i8910 i7110 i8510 l870 g810 i560 i550 i450 

GPS ● ● ● ● ● ● ●   

eCompass ● ●             

FM transmitter ● ●             

WiFi ● ● ●   ●       

Touch UI ●               

Optical joystick   ● ●           

4-way control       ● ● ●     
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PLATFORM S60 v5.0 S60 v3.2 (FP2) S60 v3.1 

Trackball UI                 

Touch wheel               FP1  

Camera 8MP 5MP 8MP           

 

7.4  Screen Saver 

The phone has a large amazing AMOLED display but nothing to show it off. The i8510 had a 

clock and a “Photo River” feature in the gallery which would just shine on the i8910. The 

existing gallery is uninspired, slow and more of a gimmick than anything. 

 

Figure 14 Samsung i8510 with 'Photo River' 

7.5  Threaded SMS 

This is another suggested feature. The standard SMS/messaging style is dated and 

threaded SMSs are far better. They are more streamlined and they make more sense than 

anything. It would be nice to see this integrated into the phone as 3rd party offerings are 

flawed. 

http://innovator.samsungmobile.com/cms/cnts/knowledge.detail.view.do?platformId=1&cntsId=721
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Figure 15 Free-iSMS Great free example of what we'd like to see although it has flaws 

7.6  Torch/Flashlight 

Taking advantage of the LED flash which was chosen over a Zenon flash, this would be a 

great feature. 

7.7  Equaliser 

The phone has one of the loudest speakers on a mobile phone on the market. To take full 

advantage of Samsungs brilliant DNSe 2.0 technology, an equaliser would be an added 

advantage, giving more control to the user and perhaps fixing the issue with the poor 

audio. 

7.8  Reset option and welcome/shut down tones 

The i8910 like any other devices has problems and it sometimes crashes completely or 

develops errors. As such, a reset option from the power button options would be a handy 

feature. On that note, a feature should also be added to disable/enable the start up/shut 

down tones. 

7.9  Call log and contacts should auto quit after dialling 

The contacts and call log remain active after dialling. This is an annoying bug that leaves 

these apps running in the background most of the time. 
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7.10 Long press option for volume rocker in music player 

Users have proposed more functionality for the volume keys. Long press to change the 

track, and a short press to change the volume. As it is, there are no physical controls for 

the music player (a must!) yet the hardware is there. 

7.11 VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol)/SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) 

This is functionality that users also want bundled with the phone. The i8910s’ connectivity 

allows for these options but their exclusion and exclusion of apps like these make such 

functionality go unnoticed. 

7.12 Front Camera access 

The front facing camera is currently only for video calls. The camera is capable of low 

quality stills and video and that is all the users want. More basic functionality to take 

advantage of its presence, however bad the quality may be, is a must. 

7.13 Call recording 

This is another feature that has been included other devices such as Samsungs’ own i8510 

but has sadly been left out of this device. Support for call recording APIs would also allow 

3rd party developers to also take advantages of this. 

7.14 Multi-touch 

One of the many advantages of capacitive touch screens is the potential for multi-touch 

capability. Sadly this has not been implemented anywhere on the i8910. Samsung has done 

little to customise the standard S60 UI that far. Implementing this to take advantage of the 

display at least with some applications would set it apart even more. 

7.15 Time-lapse video 

As a camera phone, this feature is expected as seen in other Symbian phones by other 

manufactures. There really is no reason why this was excluded in the first place. 

7.16 Support for more languages 

As this is a device was launched in several markets there is demand for more languages 

supported. Languages such as Japanese and many others are currently not supported. 

Although not a feature as such, users have asked for greater language support. 

7.17 WMV/WMA codec support 

Users have noted support for WMV and WMA was listed but is currently not present in our 

devices. Given the extensive codec support the i8910 has, having to acquire separate 

applications only for WMV and WMA should not be necessary and support for these is a 

must.   
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8.0  Omitted features 

These are features that appeared in previous or unreleased versions of the phones firmware or 

that exist in the SDK that we would like to see come back. As the 3D task-switcher returned 

[11], we don’t see why these features have been left out. 

8.1  Video editing 

Early iterations of the device had this feature and it was fully functional as demoed on 

videos online. For a phone that is marketed as a camera phone having this feature goes 

without saying. Even the i8510/Innov8 which is inferior in almost every way has a video 

editor. Why this feature was removed remains a mystery. According to the specifications 

sheet on the Samsung website [12] video editing is supported. 

 

Video 

Editing: 

Trim video, Audio 

dubbing, 

Live dubbing, Add 

subtitle, 

Image capture 

 

 

Figure 16 Screen capture showing video editor in an early firmware build 

 

8.2  QWERTY Keypad in portrait mode 

One of the many advantages of having a touch screen on a device is that the keypad is not 

fixed, it is ‘soft’ and so it can change to suit the situation. The exclusion of the QWERTY 

keyboard in portrait mode makes no sense. The iPhone for instance used to have only a 

portrait keyboard in the Notes/Mail applications until recently yet it has a smaller display. 

This is a necessary feature that was unnecessarily excluded yet it comes standard with s60 

5th edition, it is included in the SDK. Obviously as it is optimised for stylus use in Nokia 

devices with resistive touch screens, Samsung would have to make a custom keyboard. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrcFwiQXxxQ
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Figure 17 Portrait QWERTY keypad on the i8910 

8.3  Voice commands 

This feature was included in the SDK but is absent from the final release of the firmware. It 

is a function that is found even in basic non-smart phones and its inclusion would further 

enhance the i8910. 

 

Figure 18 Voice commands on the i8910 
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8.4  Handwriting training 

This feature was probably left out due to the fact that the i8910 uses a capacitive screen 

and therefore there is no need for stylus. This was short sited as there are styluses for 

capacitive displays available now and some users want to use these with their devices for 

their superior accuracy and for more natural writing. 

8.5  VPN 

This is an awesome feature that takes full advantage of the phone networking abilities. It 

seems to be a standard s60 feature and it is included in the help section (as shown in 

Figure 18) but is has been omitted from the device. 

 

Figure 19 VPN on the i8910  

9.0  Alternative Operating Systems 

As much as we do not want to have a different operating system, we are forced to consider 

these alternatives. All we want is support for the device, for its features- what we paid for, to 

actually come into to use. For the most innovative apps we’ve had to rely on Nokia Beta Labs 

[13], and apps made for the Nokia n97/n97 mini and 5800. None of these take full advantage of 

the power of the i8910 and a lot of them don’t even work, but that is better than anything 

Samsung has produced for the phone thus far. 

9.1  Symbian^2/^3/^4 

Due to the recent departure from Symbian s60 to the new Symbian^2 and Symbian^3 

platforms [14], and given the superior hardware of the i8910, an upgrade to these 

platforms makes sense. Modders have managed to include parts of Symbian^2 into their 
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custom firmware but without support from Samsung they can only go so far. The update 

would put the phone on par with similarly specified devices such as the iPhone in terms of 

the UI and user experience. Making headway in this direction will be highly beneficial to all. 

Also due to the fact that Nokia plans to drop Symbian by 2012[15].The future of Symbian at 

Nokia is unclear [16] and with Nokia being the only company doing something sensible for 

the platform, there is little hope for any long term support for the i8910 as it is. 

 

Figure 20 The future of Symbian S60 is uncertain 

9.2  Android 

Another suggestion people have made is to bring Android 1.x/2.x to the device. Although it 

is possible [17] because of the amount of complexity involved, little progress has been 

made in this direction, but again this is something that people want to see that resolves a 

lot of the problems people have using the device.  

 

Figure 21 Android on the i8910 

9.3  bada 

As the first bada powered device is launching in the first half of 2010 [18], support for this 

platform will be massive. Coupled with support from the likes of Twitter, Capcom, EA, 

Gameloft and Blockbuster, bada seems to be a winning platform with plenty of support to 

come. Support is all we want and if this means moving to bada, so be it. Unfortunately as it 
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is not tailored for smart phones [19], the full potential of the device may not be reached 

but it should be an option to consider. 

 

Figure 22 bada is an option worth consideration 

9.4  Maemo 

The recently announced Nokia N900 has very similar specs and internals with the i8910, 

same ARM Cortex A8 600 MHz, PowerVR SGX graphics [20]. It is open source and appears 

to be well supported by an active developer community. This should also be put on the 

table for consideration. 

 

Figure 23 Maemo is a viable option currently only on the n900 

9.5  Qt 

The powerful thing about Qt is that it can be used right on top of the Symbian OS. Further, 

there are demos available now at http://qt.nokia.com/phonedemos that demonstrate the 

power of Qt and these demos run flawlessly on the i8910. Even greater integration of Qt 

was demoed at SEE 2009 (Symbian Exchange and Exposition) by Tieto running on the 

http://qt.nokia.com/phonedemos
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i8910 [21]. A move in this direction is the most readily feasible as the framework is 

already set. 

 

Figure 24 Qt is the most feasible option for a UI change 

10.0  Contributions by the online community 

The reason why this report was made, and why so many users are unhappy about Samsung 

support is that we have seen better from this phone. Modders have been working for months, 

delivering modified firmware, adding localisations for those who did not get the updates- all for 

nothing in return. They took time out to learn the system, find tools, experiment and 

collaborate all in an effort to make the experience on this device better for us all. 

10.1  Problems with modified firmware 

This report would not be necessary if the modders were completely successful. Although 

they put a lot of effort into making the firmware work great for everyone, it is not without 

complications. 

10.1.1 Bugs 

As the individuals who work on the modified firmware are not engineers at Samsung 

Mobile, nor do they have the intricate details of operations of the firmware there 

are often bugs. They are also faced with the challenge of testing the firmware to root 

out bugs. The device software is extremely complex and it is not possible to test all 

possible scenarios to root out and thus iron out all the bugs as well as an entire 

company like Samsung Mobile can. 

10.1.2 Limitations 

Due to limited resources and expertise, there’s only so much modders can do. As the 

name implies they can only modify what is already there, it is up to Samsung to 

produce the significant updates on which they can base on.   
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10.1.3 Time and effort 

Most importantly, these are just ordinary people who happened to buy this phone. 

They have their own lives, jobs and responsibilities but they take time out, hours of 

their day to work on firmware- firmware that employees at Samsung Mobile are 

supposed to be working on. This statement is echoed throughout the document but- 

if an individual can make that big a difference to the firmware, why can’t Samsung 

Mobile? 

10.2  Collaboration of Samsung mobile with modders 

Users have suggested collaboration or at least some communication with members of the 

hacker community. These individuals know what they are doing as seen in their firmware 

releases and Samsung Mobile needs to take notes, or better yet, make them a part of the 

team. 

10.3  We commend the modders 

We would like to extend our thanks to the modders for providing the firmware that they 

have, for taking time out to do the job Samsung Mobile refuses to do. 

Special mention goes to HyperX, Sev7en, Symbix, Anderson and Codeneos. Their 

contributions are what shaped our community and opened our eyes. Thank you also to the 

rest of the community. 

11.0 The petition 

As mentioned before, I started a petition [1] that has received an overwhelming response from 

the users within just a few weeks. Considering all the people who bought this phone, only a 

small fraction is involved actively online in forums and such for the device. The numbers (more 

than 2000) show that users are not happy with the poor support from Samsung Mobile. 

Statistics for the petition during the first few weeks are show in Figure 25; the numbers 

continue to rise. 
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Figure 25 Petition Statistics for up to now; that numbers continue to rise 

12.0 Conclusions  

The bottom line is that, we the users of the Samsung i8910 are not happy with the device. It 

feels rushed and incomplete yet it harbours so much potential. Potential is the key here, it is 

this potential that we wish so see fully exploited. Potential is the reason we bought the phone 

in the first place, aware that there was not a lot out there tailored for the phone. 

The Omnia HD is plagued with problems, all of which are firmware/software related making the 

phone a drag to use day to day. To think that modders, people who do not work for Samsung or 

have experience in the field are able to make more progress in addressing most of these issues 

is baffling.  Clearly Samsung Mobile is slacking, lazy and does not care about the consumer. We 

are being neglected and taken for a ride. The sad thing is, people continue to buy this phone 

unaware of all this and all Samsung Mobile has done is make the best effort to shut us up and 

cover it in gold [22] instead of taking action. 

The issues and suggestions mentioned in this report are real and by no means farfetched. They 

have been backed up by over 2000 (as at 10 December 2009) i8910 owners from all over the 

world. We may not be many, but we demand that our voice be heard. Samsung must take 

action. 

Our hope was that Samsung would up their game to make sure that the phone was catered for 

but it never did, it did not live up to its promise. We invested in this phone and we demand that 

Samsung Mobile invest its time and efforts as well to make this device what it was supposed to 

be in the first place. 
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13.0 Recommendations 

We therefore recommend that Samsung Mobile takes swift action in addressing the 

aforementioned issues. We also ask Samsung Mobile to look into the suggestions and seriously 

consider them as viable options. If ill experienced modders working alone can pull it off, why 

can’t Samsung Mobile. 

1. Universal firmware for all regions. If not, to have a fewer versions of firmware period, say 

3 versions for the different parts of the world. 

2. Create a change log for each update so that users know what they are getting. 

3. Implement Over the Air updates. 

4. Implement User Data Preservation for updates. 

5. Increase support for the device, more applications, and more widgets tailored for the 

device, greater language support. 

6. Samsung Applications Store support for the phone.  

7. Update Java engine to version 2.02. Also enable installation of the java engine as is the 

case with Nokia phones to enable future updates without the need for an entire firmware 

update. 

8. Fix camera issues- frame rate in HD video recording, audio, settings etc. 

9. Update the browser to fix problems with flash, responsiveness, YouTube integration etc. 

10. Implement kinetic scrolling throughout the UI, not just the browser. 

11. Add automatic email settings. 

12. Bring back features omitted from the device, video editing, portrait QWERTY, voice 

commands etc. 

13. Consider adding the additional features suggested to make the phone more usable, 

physical music controls, threaded SMS etc. 

14. Clear up issues pertaining to the FM transmitter and activate it if it is present. 

15. Improve audio playback quality. 

16. Consider updating to Symbian^2/^3/^4. 

17. Consider giving users an option to switch to Android 2.0 or Maemo. 

18. Consider integrating Qt and some of the UI elements it allows. 

19. Consider switching to the fresh new bada platform. 

20. Consider collaborating with the firmware modders or at least looking into the work they 

have done. 

21. Take this report seriously as we invested in your device and we expect as much back. 
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